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Abstract - The writing of this article is motivated by the importance of literacy in elementary schools. With the existence of literacy in elementary schools is expected to foster student interest in grounding the spirit of reading and writing. But on the other hand, literacy is not just an activity related to "literacy", but also has other utilities, including strengthening local culture. A local culture that has begun to be removed by the times has made its existence slightly degraded. Therefore, it is expected that there will be the strengthening of local culture through literacy in schools, one of which is through Javanese language literacy. This research uses descriptive qualitative approach. This research was carried out in all elementary schools in Magetan District in the academic year 2017/2018. The results of this study obtained data that the strengthening of local culture through Javanese language literacy as a learning resource in Magetan District elementary school was shown through six Javanese language reading material that the whole story contains local culture that students can understand and love the existing culture and can link text content with real life.
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I. INTRODUCTION

Education is an important factor that is needed by humans to develop their human potential. Through education, humans should have a personality that will form harmony in every line of life. On the other hand, education is also able to create someone to have a broad repertoire in this era of distortion. Because the era of distraction requires humans to continue to learn to master a variety of science and technology. One way to master science and technology is through literacy habituation.

In simple terms, literacy is the ability of one's language (listening, speaking, reading, writing) to communicate, especially in elementary school. Literacy in elementary schools is the most important and first component that must be mastered because this ability is indeed developed as a provision for students in the future. In 2013 the Ministry of Education and Culture through Ministerial Regulation number 23 of 2013 launched a literacy movement in elementary schools which is basically an activity that involves all school residents as part of the education ecosystem. Teaching literacy habituation in elementary schools essentially makes students functionally able to read, write, be educated, smart, and show appreciation for the local culture. Because lately, education in Indonesia has been able to produce graduates who have good cognitive value but lack an appreciation of their own culture.

Facts on the ground prove that a lack of appreciation of the local culture of students in primary schools is shown through, 1) the character of students who experience degradation in their families and at school, for example in behaving and speaking words, 2) Lack of love for their own culture, students more interested with a more westernized culture, 3) Lack of interest in learning traditional culture, such as gamelan, wayang, and traditional dance.

A large number of elementary students in Magetan Regency who are not yet aware of the importance of cultured cultivation is actually not just internal factors, but also factors from teachers who lack knowledge about it. The strengthening of local culture should be instilled through daily learning activities because the values contained in local culture do not arise by themselves. Local culture must be preserved starting from elementary schools to uphold the values of the nation's philosophy. Strengthening local culture must be encouraged in school activities, one of which is through Javanese language learning activities.

Therefore, this article will specifically discuss how to strengthen local culture through Javanese language literacy in Magetan District elementary schools.

II. LITERATURE REVIEW

Based on etymology, culture comes from the word cultuur (Dutch) and culture (English) combined with tsaqafah (Arabic), which means processing, working, cultivating, and developing, especially cultivating land or farming. In terms of terminology, the meaning of culture develops from all human power and activity to process and change nature (Ahmad, 1997:...
Taylor in (AAGN Ari Dwipayana, 2001: 38) defines culture as complex which includes knowledge, beliefs, art, law, customs, abilities and habits acquired by humans as members of society.

On the other hand, literacy according to Kirsch and Jungeblut, literacy is defined as one's ability to utilize written or printed information to develop knowledge so that it benefits the wider community (Takdir, 2012). Daniels (2002: 18) states that literacy strategies emphasize literacy activities as follows, (1) students choose their own reading material to be read, (2) students who choose the same book are in one group, (3) different groups read books different ones, (4) each group routinely schedules to discuss selected books, (5) students record all the results of reading activities and discussions conducted in groups, (6) discussions are carried out based on topics chosen by students, (7) meetings Group members aim to discuss books naturally so that expected open-ended questions, (8) teachers act as group facilitators, not as group members or group instructions, (9) evaluations are carried out based on the results of self-evaluation by students and through observation, (10) the process of literacy activities is based on a pleasant atmosphere, (11) when a book is read, the group representative must share information about the contents of books with other groups.

III. RESEARCH METHODOLOGY

This research was carried out in all elementary schools in Magetan District in the academic year 2017/2018. This research uses descriptive qualitative approach. In qualitative research data collected is generally in the form of words that contain the depth of data, images and not numbers. Written descriptions or narratives are very important in a qualitative approach, both in data recording and for the dissemination of research results (Danim, 2002: 138).

The data studied or collected in this study are qualitative data in the form of expressions or sentences contained in grade 4 Java language textbooks and interviews with teachers as resource persons, while the data sources used are primary and secondary data sources. Data collection techniques in qualitative research can generally be grouped into two, namely interviews and document analysis or archives (content analysis). Data validity used is a triangulation of data and data sources. The data analysis technique used in this study is an interactive model analysis technique (Miles and Huberman in Sutopo, 2006: 113). The interactive model analysis consists of three components of analysis, namely data reduction, data presentation, and conclusion drawing or verification.

IV. RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

Culture is a theme that is often discussed in the study of sociology and anthropology because culture is something that cannot be separated from humans and social life. Culture is a developing way of life, shared by a group of people, and passed down from generation to generation. On the other hand, culture is an inseparable part of education so that many people tend to assume that culture is something that is learned.

Culture is a comprehensive lifestyle that is complex, abstract, and broad. Many cultural aspects also determine student behavior in school, especially primary school. Although indirectly the culture is owned by each student, students do not have a high awareness that the culture they have becomes something that must be loved. Students' love for local culture in schools must be taught continuously through classroom learning activities, one of which is through Javanese language learning activities.

As for one of the Java language learning activities conducted by teachers in schools in strengthening local culture is through literacy. In the literacy activities of learning Javanese, reading material or text that is full of local cultural values. Folk stories, legends, tourist attractions, the origin of an area are considered to be able to develop students' knowledge of a local culture. Through literacy in learning Javanese based on local culture, students are expected to be able to understand the contents of the text and associate the contents of the text with real life. Students are also accustomed to internalizing each text that is read with the local culture in the Java region.

Strengthening local culture in elementary school age children is very necessary because the Indonesian nation is experiencing a crisis in the nation's children. With the existence of Javanese language literacy in elementary schools, students are expected to be able to know the local cultures in their area. The role of teachers in schools in terms of the introduction and cultivation of Indonesian cultural character is very necessary. While students act as a preserver of local culture so that later cultures are not lost.

In Javanese language learning activities in Magetan Regency, students are expected to be able to preserve Javanese culture which is the hallmark and excellence of Javanese society, especially East Java. But ironically, in the field, the Javanese language subjects that are full of cultural content and character building have not received more attention from students in school. One example, the use of Javanese language which is actually a mother tongue for Javanese people, is no longer controlled by students. This is reinforced by the number of students who prefer foreign languages as communication languages rather than Javanese. Therefore, to anticipate the degradation of the noble values of Javanese culture for elementary school students in Magetan Regency, it is necessary to make various efforts to improve Javanese language literacy so that the existence of Javanese culture is maintained.
The implementation of strengthening the value of local culture in Magetan District which is embedded in students must be based on regionalism, one of which is through the literacy of Javanese reading material. Students in schools are required to internalize cultural values into daily behavior and are minimized to imitate the culture of others. The form of strengthening local culture taught by teachers in schools is the introduction of various folklore, legends, tourist attractions, the origin of an area that is near Magetan Regency. As for the various Javanese language literacy in strengthening local culture in elementary schools in Magetan Regency, it is shown through the following reading.

1. **Asal Usul Gunung Bromo**


   “Syaratipun punapa, badhe kula sagahi,” “jawabe Jaka Seger.

   “Syarate yen kowe ing nguni darbe putra lanang, lebokne ing kawah Bromo,” “Sabdane Dewa.

   “Kula kekalih sagahi, Dewa!” jawabe Jaka Seger lan Roro Anteng.


2. **Tlaga Sarangan Kang Nyengsemake**


3. **Candhi Dewi Sri**

   Magetan mujadake kadipaten kang wis kondhang dadi kutha pariwisata. Pancen kepara nyata, ora mung kabar ngayawara. Awit ing tlatah Magetan akeh papan wisata kang endah, wiwit wisata alam, petilasan-petilasan kabudayan jaman kuna, nganti papan wisata blanjan samabarang asile produk unggulan Magetan.

   Ujaring kandha tambung “Megetan” ana sing crita asalae saka tembung “Wegetan” sing ateges “Bisoan”. Mula ora aneh kabudayanane para warga Magetan wiwit para leluhur nganti sakhi, ora kalah karo kabudayan ing njaban rangkah kutha Magetan. Tuladhane: Candhi Dewi Sri ing Simbatan, Candhi Reog ing Cepaka lan sapanunggalane.

   Candhi Dewi Sri dumunung ing desa Simbatan Kecamatan Ngutoronadi, udakara 17 km wetan kutha Magetan. Ana ing crita peyayangan Candhi Dewi Sri iku minangka dewining tetenen. Para leluhur ing desa Simbatan lan sikwa tengene, kanggo mujadake rasa syukur marang Gusti Kang Maha Murah lumantar Dewi Sri, mbangun candhi sing diarani Candhi Dewi Sri. Supaya olehe olah tetenen bisa ngasilitake panen kang akip, warga desa simbatan tanah nguri-uri kabudayane para leluhur kang adi luhung, kanthi ngakakake kabudayan “bersih desa”. Bersih desa dianakake ing saben dino Jenuah Pahing ing...

4. Candhi Borobudhur


5. Gunung Tangkuban Prau


Mireng katrangan kang tlesih saka Sangkuriang iku sang putri kang sejatine Dhayang Sumbi iku kaget banget. Sunrepet panone lan kuwur pandelenge. Ora ngira lan ora nduga manawa calon garwane iku sejatine putrane dhewe.


Guwa Selomangleng minangka situs guwa peninggalan jaman kerajaan Kadiri dumunung ing sikil gunung Klotok, 7km sak kulone kutha Kadiri, penere ing Desa Waung, Kecamatan Majoroto, Kadiri, Jawa Timur (GPS: -7.80723, 111.97287) Dumunung mung sawetara meter sakta Museum Airlangga Kadiri lan Bukit Maskumambang sing ana makame eyang Boncolono.

Selomangleng asale sakta tembang selo tegese watu lan Mangleng kang tegese nggantung. Goa Selomangleng dipercaya dadi papan pertapane Dewi Kilisuci, dheweke iku putri makutha raja Airlangga sing ora gelem nampa tahta kerajaan sing diwarisake marang dheweke, lan luwih milih ngedoh saka keramean kanthi cara tapa ana ing guwa Selomangleng.

Based on the reading text above shows that the strengthening of local culture in elementary schools through the introduction of the origin of a place, such as the origin of “gunung bromo”, “candi dewi sri”, and “gunung tangkuban perahu”. In addition students are also introduced to various tourist attractions in the Java region, such as “Telaga Sarangan”, “Candi Borobudur”, and “Guwa Selomangleng Kediri”. From the various readings that exist in the learning of Javanese language makes students recognize and know the local culture in their area.
How great are the nation's children if they are able to apply local culture as a basis for thinking, acting, acting in developing themselves as individuals who remain local culture but think globally. So it can be concluded that Javanese language literacy has become one of the pioneers of learning that has a local culture. On the other hand, Javanese language literacy taught in schools has a major role in the introduction of culture through the teaching materials learned, especially in elementary schools.

V. CONCLUSIONS

From the discussion of this article, it can be concluded that:

1. The Java language learning activities conducted by teachers in primary schools in strengthening local culture are through literacy.
2. Through literacy in learning the Javanese language based on local culture, students are expected to be able to understand the content of the text and associate the contents of the text with real life. Students are also accustomed to internalizing each text that is read with the local culture in the Java region.
3. Implementation of strengthening local cultural values in the Magetan Regency elementary school through the introduction of the origin of a place, such as an origin of such as the origin of gunung bromo, candi dewi sri, and gunung tangkuban perahu. In addition students are also introduced to various tourist attractions in the Java region, such as Telaga Sarangan, Candi Borobudur, and Gua Selomangleng Kediri.
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